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An approach to form the dome shape by 3D laser forming
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Application of a thermal source in non-contact forming of sheet metal is known for some time. Replacement
of this thermal source with a laser beam promises the much greater controllability of the process. To date,
research focuses on dealing with rectangular plates, and only a few studies are presented for axis-symmetric
geometries like circular plates. This study presents the work to get the dish or bowl shape by an initially
flat circular plate. Two different scanning strategies circular and radial are attempted to get the desired
dish shape. Following the unexpected distortion throughout the plate, a second series of experiments are
conducted on a wide range of specimen geometries. An interesting phenomenon is observed. It is suggested
that homogeneous dissemination of heat along with combined form of both of the scanning strategies, could
have more potential to form dome shape.
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Forming techniques consist of metal working processes in
which the material is shaped in solid state by plastic de-
formation. Mainly, there are two classifications of form-
ing techniques called bulk forming and sheet forming.
Rolling, extrusion and forging are part of bulk forming.
On the other hand, bending and contouring etc. are com-
mon processes of sheet forming. Conventional bending of
sheet metal by using punch and die system requires hard
tooling, external forces and has spring back action. The
idea of using lasers for bending the sheet metal was first
conceived by Kitamura[1]. Laser forming is a relatively
young and fast-growing field of laser material processing.
Moshaiov et al.[2] have shown that the process is similar
to the well-established torch flame bending used on large
sheet material in the ship building industry but as a great
deal, more control of the final product can be realized.
Compared with conventional forming techniques, laser
forming of sheet metal components and tubes does not
require hard tooling or external forces. Such advantage
can increase process flexibility and reduce the cost of the
forming process when low-to-medium-production volume
is concerned[3−5].

In recent years, laser-forming techniques have been
extensively investigated. The empirical, analytical and
FEM tools[6,7] have been used to predict the distortions
and relation between bending angle and process param-
eters like power of laser beam, the speed at which laser
beam scans the sheet metal, laser beam spot diameter
and number. of passes at fixed path etc. However, the
results were highly case-dependent.

The scanning path of the laser is dependent on the
desired shape. In the simplest case, the path may be
a point[8], in other cases the path may be a straight
line across the whole part[9−12] and, for spatially formed
parts and extrusions the path would be very sophisti-
cated radial and tangential lines[13−15]. Nevertheless, it
is suggested that laser forming is a process capable of pro-
ducing complex shapes such as sine, dish, saddle, pillow,
cone and screw. Most of the research to date has focused
on laser forming along linear irradiation paths and over

rectangular plates. However, in order to take the pro-
cess closer to real life applications, an investigation into
other possible scanning patterns for a class of geometri-
cal shapes including circular plate becomes a necessity.
Different scanning strategies have to be developed for
the production of complex shaped parts (e.g. a spherical
dome). The certain deformation can be obtained if laser
beam is scanning the sheet several times along the same
path. Edwardson et al.[16] studied the forming process
of the saddle shape parts by using five different scanning
strategies. Results show that the warped deformation
occurs because of the dissymmetry of laser irradiations.
Váquez-Ojeda et al.[17] investigated a few other scanning
strategies, like zigzag, squared, and stepped scan lines
and claimed that round corners of bend are achievable.
A heating strategy was experimentally investigated by
a research group[18] to produce a bowl-shape. However,
the quality of the shape obtained could not be fully
described due to the difficulty of the measurement of
micro-size displacement. Hennige[19] proposed a heating
path strategy for ring and circle segments, but the range
of segment angle was limited. Moreover, the waviness of
circular plates was not fully addressed.

Currently, attempts are being made to generate more
complex shapes. Therefore, for the production of com-
plex spatially curved shapes, scanning strategies based
on curved scanning paths can be used, alone, or along
with the linear scanning paths. We have concluded that
laser forming of the circular shape specimens with curved
scanning paths have different deformation behaviors than
rectangular shapes. Thus, we attempt to extend our for-
mer study[20,21] towards full circular plate for bending it
into the shape of spatially curved bowl. The deforma-
tion pattern and pertinent hurdles to get the desired bowl
shape have been recognized. The stated geometry was
subjected mainly to concentric scanning paths, though,
other scanning strategies like radially-linear, have also
been explored, with the aim of identifying the deficits
of each scanning strategy and proposing solution for the
same. These scanning paths are more likely to form
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three-dimensionally curved components like bowl, dome,
and cup shapes.

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of circular heat-
ing process used for study. However, radially-linear heat-
ing paths i.e. along the radial direction of specimen (not
shown in Fig. 1) were also used. Figure 2 shows the
experimental setup. Fiber laser has maximum power
of 100 W and motion assistant was used to control the
3-axis CNC table. In all experiments, the defocused
Gaussian-mode laser beam had constant power of 80 W,
while the beam’s moving velocity and diameter were 720
mm/min and 1 mm, respectively. Time delay between
any two consecutive passes was 90 seconds in the case of
multiple numbers of irradiations (N). A laser displace-
ment sensor (Model: LB-081, III a) was used to measure
bending angles of the deformed plates. Hereby a basic
part geometry, which can be thought as a circular plate
having two radii (Ro is outer radius and Ri is inner
radius) was selected. The specimens have outer radius
of 50 mm and inner radius of 10 mm. Thickness of all
specimens was 0.8 mm and to enhance laser absorption
by the work-piece, graphite coating[22] is applied to the
initial flat surface. For instance, “segment angle (β)” is
defined as total central angle of a specimen. The numer-
ous plates with different segment angles (β) like 210◦,
240◦, and 330◦ were used. The reason for this will be
discussed in the subsequent section. After experiments,
bend angle was measured at various positions along the
particular circular/radial heating path. As a general rule
the minimum number of positions for measurement along
the heating path were three. To compensate the edge
effects, the bending angle was not measured at or very
close to the edges of specimens. The values of bending
angles shown in the manuscript are taken as root mean
square (RMS) average of measured angles at different
locations. A specially designed jig was used which can
rotate about z-axis, so that measurements can be facil-
itated accurately. All specimens were made of common
engineering low-carbon steel.

Nadeem et al.[23] handled the inverse problem for
quarter-circular (β = 90◦) and half-circular plates
(β = 180◦); designing process parameters and scan-
ning path planning, given a desired shape. They
found that concentric paths alone were applica-
ble enough for these geometries. Therefore, this
study primarily attempted to form the initially flat
circular (β = 360◦) plate into the dome shape.
Though, similar to other studies[12,19] empirical based

Fig. 1. Schematic of the circular scanning path.

 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Distortion in plate after experiments by (a) concentric
and (b) combined radial scanning paths.

scanning strategies were executed experimentally. Fig-
ure 3 (a) shows result of a fundamental experiment with
arbitrary concentric path. Surprisingly, an unwanted
distortion occurred throughout the plate. This initiated
the need to ascertain the reason in a well fashion.

As we already found[20] that deformation behavior was
fairly symmetrical for plate with β up until 180◦, so
in order to find the threshold point at which deforma-
tion transits to unsymmetrical one; experiments were
extended to specimens of 180◦ 6 β 6 360. Heating con-
ditions were identical as preceding ones. Besides, the
heating path radius was kept constant to 30 mm for
this investigation. Figure 4 shows the whole deformation
behavior for previous range[20] (0 to 180◦) and present
study’s range (180◦ to 330◦) of β.

Likewise, Fig. 5 shows the final deformed plates after
experiments. It is very conclusive to state that unwanted
distortion is not so far obvious even for β up to 330◦.
Before going to subsequent section, it is handy to define,
(Fig. 5(e)) the “free edges” of specimen i.e. the edges
which are unrestricted to expand / shrink during heating
and cooling cycles, at the start and end of laser scanning
process respectively. For a certain plate, for instance
with β= 330◦, it is clear that angular gap between these
free edges is 30◦.

After these results, to find out the threshold value at
which unwanted distortion initiated, further experiments
with possibly appropriate linear gap between two free
edges were opted. Figure 6 shows the results of these ex-
periments. Figure 6(a) shows the plates of radially linear
uniform gap of 3 mm between free edges. The attentive
monitoring of these experiments was found to be use-
ful for 3D laser forming of dish-shape. It is remarkable
to find that initial gap i.e. 3 mm between both free edges,
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Fig. 4. Deformation behaviors of specimens with β up to 330◦

is diminishing, non-equally along the radial direction of
specimen. Two sets of plates were taken, one with ini-
tial gap of 3 mm while the other with 1.5 mm. Figure
6(a) shows initial plate (gap = 3 mm) before the laser
beam scans the plate (N=0). When the laser is passed
several times along the same path, interestingly the gap
between free edges started to decrease, as shown by Figs.
6(b)–(e). Moreover, this effect was more obvious near
the region of outer periphery. In other words, intensity of
this “gap effect’ is increasing from inner radius to outer
radius and consequently the gap around inner region is
wider than the outer region as revealed by Figs. 6(b)
and (d). The final deformation’s nature and amount of
total bend angle after cooling is obtained, among others,
from the geometrical conditions that includes restrain-
ing forces due to the moment of inertia during cooling.
Therefore this effect is attributed to the changing me-
chanical restraint, along radial direction, which hinders
the free thermal expansion with distance from the edge
of the metal sheet. This suggests that the region which
has lower rigid constraint is being extended.

It confirmed the similar observation reported by Chen
et al.[24,25]. They studied the laser curve bending of Ti-
6Al-4V alloy steel sheet metal, for rectangular sheet with
curved scanning path, and showed that 3D deformation
occurs only on one side of a scanning path, along which,
the rigid constraint is relatively lower, and on this side,
the sheet is extended and thinned slightly.

Each scanning pass results into the accumulation of the
stated gap effect. After some more consecutive passes
the edges near to outer periphery, were at verge to over-
lap, shown in Figs. 6(b) and (d). At this locus, further
irradiation pass triggered the unwanted distortion in the
plate; Figs. 6(c) and (e). Comprehensibly, in case of
full-circular plate which exclusively does not have any
gap or free edges at all; the same phenomenon influ-
ences the plate at very early stages of process. Another
perspective could be because of non-equal amount of
surrounding material along the scanning path. On the
other hand, rectangular shape plate has uniform distribu-
tion of surrounding material while using linear scanning
paths. Hence no such effect was observed in rectangu-
lar case. It implies that with the intention to utilize
the concentric paths for getting the dish shape, possible
solution is to heat the plate in such a way that results
into the uniform distribution of temperatures through-
out the scanning path. And this in turn could develop
stresses that likely are favorable for symmetric deforma-
tions along the path.

Figure 3(b) shows the result of experiment using such
radial irradiation paths. In order to handle the issue,
experiments were conducted over the plate having an
initial gap of 3 mm between free edges.

Figure 7 shows the result of experiment on a full-
circular plate and point towards the potential of radial
type heating paths, to get the desired shape. It is notice-
able that full-length radial heating paths i.e. equivalent
to net radius of plate 40 mm, would also cause some gap
effect in the plate. Nevertheless, the gap effect for total
deformation is not as much as of circular paths. The plate
has large symmetrical bending than curved paths. It

Fig. 5. Deformed plates with (a) 210◦, (b) 240◦, (c) 270◦, (d)
300◦, and (e) 330◦, respectively; path radius is 30 mm and
N=15.

Fig. 6. Stages of distortion, path raduis is 30 mm, increas-
ing number of scanning passes (N); free edges come towards
each other nonqually along radial drection, (a-c) initial gap
between free edges is 3 mm, (d, e) initial gap is 1.5 mm,

Fig. 7. Result of arbitrarily chosen radial irradiation paths
for plate (gap is 3 mm).
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revealed that used strategy caused very less unwanted
distortions in the plate. The material can relax through
the free edges. This demonstrates potential of radial
type irradiation path for this class of geometry.

Geiger et al.[26] reported that the important mecha-
nism, which offers the possibility of producing three-
dimensionally curved components similar to the deep
drawn parts, is the upsetting mechanism. For this mech-
anism the irradiation parameters are chosen in such a
way that a heat penetration as homogeneous as possible
of the component in direction perpendicular to the sheet
surface is obtained. Therefore, in this context, one pos-
sible solution to non-equal surrounding material could
be use of radially linear irradiation paths, with varying
length and combined (circular and radial) type paths in
such a way that heat disseminates throughout the plate
homogeneously.

In conclusion, the study presented above is opening
new dimensions in understanding the laser forming pro-
cess for producing three-dimensionally curved compo-
nents like dish, cup and dome shapes. A series of inves-
tigation are carried out to analyze the influence of the
curved irradiations and radial irradiations for circular ge-
ometry. Both curved and radial scanning strategies were
experienced for getting the desired dish shape from ini-
tial flat circular plate. Radial scanning paths caused less
unwanted distortion than curved paths. Nonetheless, it
is found, for both scanning strategies, that non-uniform
distribution of surrounding material causes the unwanted
distortion throughout the plate. This effect is attributed
to the geometrical effect and thus changing mechanical
restraint. Therefore, the key is to heat the plate in such
a way that the heat penetrates homogeneously through-
out the plate. Either use of combination of curved and
radially linear paths or only radially-linear paths with
varying length might be possible solutions.

This work was supported by the Higher Education
Commission (HEC) of Pakistan.
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